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anyone used this saddle? I did some searching online and
can't seem to find anything useful. The price has all the

info you'd want...is it OK? I normally ride a Peak, but
needed a replacement. I'm a 5' 10 male, size 56cm,

weight 135. I used this saddle for 4 or 5 months, and then
noticed I could barely reach my fingers towards the tail of
the rear tree, even with the padded stirrup leathers. The

leather extended past the metal tree and into the
chamois. I have some other rather heavy saddle/s under
consideration, but I want something light. I'm satisfied

with the saddle. Never tried it myself but a good friend of
mine had it on his bike for a year and said it was stiff but
comfortable. Another said it was a bit too soft and took a

while to warm up. If you are looking for something
different, you might look into the RUB RCPRO that comes
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in a size medium. It is a bit pricey but I think it comes in
the deal of the month and it has a very nice feel to it. If
you are looking for something different, you might look
into the RUB RCPRO that comes in a size 6d1f23a050
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